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3 Four women who were on the pavement are 
�ung below. One is trapped underneath the 
car. Amid the screams of bystanders, a man 
and a woman are seen running down to help. 
Policemen on duty nearby also arrive.

Car makes U-turn moments before fatal crash
The Straits Times pieces together how the accident outside Lucky Plaza unfolded on Sunday, based on eyewitnesses’ videos and CCTV footage.
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The black Honda Vezel stops outside 
Lucky Plaza’s apartment block before 
driving off and making a U-turn.

More than 10 people come together to lift the 
car so the woman underneath can be pulled 
out. Others at the scene - including paramedics 
who have arrived - are seen doing CPR on three 
women. The fourth woman is comforted by the 
man who had run down earlier. The four are 
taken to Tan Tock Seng Hospital.

The car’s 64-year-old driver has, meanwhile, 
got out of the car. He appears unhurt and is 
spotted sitting near the crash. Police arrest  
him for dangerous driving causing death. He is 
a driver with ride-hailing �rm Grab but it is not 
clear if he had just dropped off a passenger or 
was on his way to pick one up before the crash.

It accelerates, mounts the kerb, crashes into 
some Filipino workers having a picnic on the 
pavement, and plunges a few metres onto 
Lucky Plaza’s carpark exit road below.
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Dead: 2   Hospitalised: 2   Discharged: 2 
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